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Words by The Presidents 
Rotaract Nabeul-Neapolis is delighted to take part in promoting 

tourism amid a global pandemic along side your club. The pandemic 

has certainly impacted the tourism industry all around the world with 

no exception. Countries have shut down their borders to reduce the 

spread of the virus. But it is important and vital to keep promoting 

our countries as it's going to send hopeful messages to everyone that 

the pandemic is going to end one day, to make them look forward and 

remind them that it's temporary.

Ghassen Boughzala,

President,

Rotaract Club Naebul Neopolis,

RID 9010 ,

Tunisia.

It is my privilege, as the President of the Rotaract Club of the Faculty 

of Law, University of Colombo to share a few thoughts for ‘Voyage’, 

the joint bulletin with the Rotaract Club of NN. Rotaract is an 

international movement which has the carriage of the development 

and strategized involvement of the youth locally and internationally. 

In spite of the morbid situation we are facing, due to the COVID-19 

pandemic, our clubs have taken this initiative to ensure that our bond 

and understanding remains as strong as ever. To uplift these desolate 

spirits, we’ve compiled a socially distant but scenic route for our 

readers to walk through to learn more about world-renowned and 

stunning travel destinations of Sri Lanka and Tunisia. On a final note, 

I’d like to extend by gratitude to everyone involved in making 

‘Voyage’ a success!

Dulmini Gamage,

President,

Rotaract Club of Faculty of Law, University of Colombo,

RID 3220,

Sri Lanka.



A Message From The Editors
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In today’s world, it is pretty much impossible to 
take a proper vacation because we’re always 
plugged into a vast array of devices and forced to 
keep up with the lightning fast movement of the 
world The pandemic has definitely not helped us 
in that respect either.

While we had a lot of fun doing this project, 
compiling data and finding out facts about Tunisia 
and Sri Lanka as tourist destinations, not only 
have we learned to appreciate the beauty and 
grandeur of Tunisia (We’ve been calling it 
Carthage because one of our editors is a giant 
History Geek), but we have also come to have a 
newfound appreciation to the splendor of our own 
country.

' Voyage ~ The Scenic Route ' explores a range of travel 
destinations in Sri Lanka and Tunisia. Both lands are 
miraculous for their inherent, cultural value, historical 
significance, and natural beauty. 

But it pains our hearts everytime we look at this magazine 
because the world right now, does not allow us to chase 
these wonders. We are limited to four walls, unable to 
visit anything bar the use of our imagination. So, with the 
gleeful hope, to which we all hold onto as a string of 
survival, that life may return to what it was and we'll be 
able to tour these destinations not just with our mind but 
our eyes as well, welcome to "Voyage". 

Take the scenic route.
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About Voyage

It can be a while ago that you travelled around the country, 
around the world. You may be eagerly waiting to travel outside 
and enjoy the world as soon as we can. In the time of a world 
pandemic, Voyage - The Scenic Route; the E-magazine is an 
effort to uplift the tourism industry of both Sri Lanka and Tunisia 
by reminding the wonders of scenery to the travellers. 

Sri Lanka being island nation has a lot of natural travel attractions 
which on the other hand, Tunisia has many historical and 
infrastructural attractions. All the readers may get a glimpse of the 
beauty of both countries inside the pages of this magazine.

May this magazine be a reminder for everyone who loves to 
travel about the scenic route!
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“The temple is located in The Royal 
Palace complex of the ancient kingdom 
of Kandy. It is the site of preservation of 
Lord Buddha's tooth, which is revered 
by Buddhists all over the world.

The tooth relic is kept inside a golden 
casket in the shape of a Stupa (Buddhist 
temple). Since ancient times, the relic 
has played an important role in local 
politics because it is believed that 
whoever holds the relic holds the 
governance of the country. The temple 
was designated a UNESCO World 
Heritage Site in 1988.”

7

Sri Dalada Veediya, Kandy 
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Sir Marcus Fernando Mawatha, 
Colombo 07

“The largest museum in Sri Lanka, the 
National Museum of Colombo was 
established in January 1877 by Sir 
William Henry Gregory, the then British 
Governor of Ceylon (Sri Lanka).

With galleries dating far back to 1877, 
one will come across all kinds of art, 
sculptures and statues from Sri Lanka's 
ancient past, as well as swords, guns 
and other paraphernalia from the 
colonial period, that showcase the rich 
cultural and natural history and identity 
of the country. ”
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Galle, Sri Lanka

“This 16th-century Dutch fortress 
complex has been turned into a large 
tourist attraction. This was originally 
built by the Portuguese in the 16th 
century, most of the structures date to 
the Dutch colonial period in the 17th 
century.

More than a fort, it's a small fortified 
village, with homes, churches, a 
mosque, and lots of shops all within the 
fortress walls. Moreover the fort, the 
lighthouse, and several museums on the 
site along with big shopping areas have 
become major tourist attractions in the 
city of Galle.”
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Sinharaja Rainforest, Deniyaya 

“Sinharaja Rain Forest is a world 
heritage and biodiversity hotspot which 
is also a major eco tourism destination 
in Sri Lanka. The distance from Colombo 
Fort to Sinharaja Rain Forest is 160.4 
km. Encompassing the last extensive 
patch of primary lowland rainforest, the 
forest is situated in the south-west 
lowland wet zone of Sri Lanka. 

There is much endemic wildlife, 
especially birds, but the reserve is also 
home to over 50% of Sri Lanka's 
endemic species of mammals and 
butterflies, as well as many kinds of 
insects, reptiles and rare amphibians.”
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 Badulla District, Uva Province

“Ella is a charming mountain town in Sri 
Lanka that has quickly become a 
must-see destination. The laid-back Ella 
draws travelers to the Sri Lankan 
highlands with its mountain forests, tea 
plantations and relatively cool climate. 

Nine Arch - Sri Lanka's Nine Arch Bridge 
is an architecturally stunning stone 
bridge located in Ella. The beautiful nine 
arches make it a very picturesque place 
especially since it is located in a dense 
jungle and an agricultural setting.”
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Elephant Orphanage,Rambukkana

“Pinnawala is a highly recommended 
sightseeing spot in Sri Lanka. The 
distance from Colombo Fort Railway 
Station to Pinnawala Elephant 
Orphanage via Hiriwadunna is 87 Km. 

This was established in 1975 by the Sri 
Lanka Wildlife Department in a '25 acre 
coconut property' adjoining the 'Maha 
Oya River'. The visitors are allowed to 
take part in feeding the harmless 
orphans and to develop a little contact 
with the them. Moreover visitors have 
the ability to shop elephant themed 
handicrafts and boutique products 
outside the orphanage.”
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Sri Jinarathana Road, Colombo

“Gangaramaya Temple is a sacred place 
of Buddhists which is located in Central 
Colombo near Beira Lake. The temple is 
a religious museum with examples of 
religious coins, jewelry, and sculpture.

The temple was created around a sacred 
tree to house a sacred relic, a lock of the 
Buddha's hair. Each year during the 
Poya or full moon ceremony in February, 
there's a festival and procession around 
the area led by the temple's resident 
elephant.”
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 Pubudu Mawatha, Udawalawa

“The distance from Colombo Fort to 
Udawalawe National Park is 127 km. 
Udawalawe National Park, is the island’s 
6th-largest reserve. 

The habitat surrounding at the reservoir 
includes marshes, the Walawe river and 
its tributaries, forests and grasslands. 
Keeping company to the herds of 
elephants, the main attraction of the 
park are the Water Buffalo, Wildboar, 
Spotted Deer, Sambur Deer, Jackal, 
Samber, Black-naped hare, mongooses, 
bandicoots, foxes, s the endemic Toque 
Macaque and Gray Langers.”
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Sigiriya, Dambulla

“Sigiriya is one of Sri Lanka's most 
precious historical monuments, situated 
in the heart of the island between the 
towns of Dambulla and Habarane on a 
massive rocky plateau 370 meters above 
sea level. The fortress consists of the 
ruins of a palace, surrounded with the 
help of an extensive network of 
fortifications, gardens, ponds, canals, 
alleys, fountains and gardens. Since the 
3rd century BC, the rock plateau of 
Sigiriya has served as a monastery. 
Later King Kasyapa decided to build a 
royal mansion on the top of the rock. In, 
1982 the UNESCO declared it a 'World 
Heritage.
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 Galle Road, Hikkaduwa

“Hikkaduwa is located 99 km south of 
Colombo in the southern coastal belt of 
Sri Lanka. The town has been a firm 
fixture on the Sri Lankan tourist map 
since the 1970s. It is famous for its long 
sandy beach, west-coast Hikkaduwa 
also boasts good waves for surfers, 
reefs for snorkelers and divers, plus 
sand-side hotels, restaurants, and bars. 
Hikkaduwa Bay Beach is made up of 
shallow waters surrounded by a reef. It 
is a marine sanctuary: a multitude of 
species of fish and large turtles are 
found there. The colorful fish that soar 
into the coral formations can also be 
seen in a glass bottom boat.”
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“It is home to ancient Roman structures 
that are beautifully preserved within the 
park.

Animals such as Gazelles can be seen 
throughout the park, but endangered 
creatures such as the Addax Antelope call 
Bou-Hedma National Park home as well.

To help visitors learn more about the park 
and their ongoing conservation efforts, a 
museum was recently built within the 
borders of the park. Visitors are 
encouraged to visit this museum as it is a 
highly useful educational tool for adults 
and children alike.”

Bou- Hedma National Park
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“Once Rome's major rival, 𝗖𝗮𝗿𝘁𝗵𝗮𝗴𝗲 was 
the city of the seafaring Phoenicians 
forever memorialized in the Punic Wars.

The atmospheric ruins of this ancient 
town now sit beside the sea amid the 
suburbs of Tunis. Once, the great 
kingdom of the world famous Hannibal 
the Great, the ruins now remain evidence 
to the fact that even the greatest cities 
can be reduced to rubble.”

Carthage



“Chebika which lies at the foot of the 
mountains of the Djebel el Negueb is a 
perfect example of the beauty outside 
urban Tunisia.

Here an Eden-like oasis of beautiful 
waterfalls, curious caverns and date 
palms surviving in rocky clefts is a 
dramatic sight – and unsurprisingly a 
popular tourist haunt. It’s also a popular 
place with film directors as scenes from 
Star Wars Episode IV and The English 
Patient was shot in this area.”

20

Sidi Bouzid, Sidi Bouzid Governorate
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“The museum is a massive haul of 
beautiful mosaics exhibited inside the 
Bardo. This is one of North Africa's top 
museums, and it houses one of the 
world's most important mosaic 
collections, all curated beautifully.

It's a showcase of the dazzling, intricate 
artistry of the Roman and Byzantine eras, 
with pieces cherry-picked from every 
major archaeological site in Tunisia.”

The National Bardo Museum
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“Overlooked by the mighty fortifications 
of the Ribat and Kasbah, the medina in 
Sousse just begs to be explored.

This lovely old town district is a warren of 
looping lanes, rimmed by whitewashed 
houses and a shopping paradise with a 
tempting selection of ceramics, 
leatherwork, and metalwork on display.

Away from the stalls along the bustling 
souk streets, the quiet and rambling back 
alleys dusted in white and blue, are a 
charming place to dive in and sample 
local life.”

City of Souss
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“Sidi Bou Said is a clifftop village of petite 
dimensions that seem to have fallen off an 
artist's canvas.

Unsurprisingly, artists have feted this little 
hamlet, now a high-class suburb of the 
capital Tunis, for decades. The whitewashed 
alleyways, wrought-iron window frames, and 
colorful blue doors are Tunisian village 
architecture at their finest, while the 
Mediterranean backdrop is the cherry on 
top.”

Sidi Bou Said
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The island town of Houmt Souk is the 
main point of interest off the beach, with 
an old town district that is a muddle of 
whitewashed houses. Houmt Souk's 
shopping is an attraction in itself, with 
plenty of handicraft vendors for browsing 
and haggling opportunities off the beach.

But it's those sandy strips of shoreline 
out of town that are the island's most 
popular highlight. Pristine and trimmed 
by date palms, the beaches are relaxing, 
get-away-from-it-all settings where 
summer daydreams are made.”

Djerba Beach



This incredibly well-preserved Roman relic is 
Tunisia's big sightseeing highlight and one 
of the best examples of amphitheater 
architecture left standing in the world. The 
monumental bulk of the walls are a reminder 
of Rome's once-mighty grip across North 
Africa.

You can still walk the corridors under the 
arena, just like the gladiators did. Or, climb 
up to the top seating tiers and sit staring 
across the arena, imagining the battles that 
took place below.
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El Djem Amphitheatre
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To fuel your wanderlust...

ROTARACT CLUB OF FACULTY OF LAW | NAEBUL NEOPOLIS


